AMERICA IMPERATRIX
the Narrows of the Hudson were still sliding past, as
young men beset me with charming manners and the oddest
choice of topics appropriate for interviews with a visiting
historian. For they were gnawed with an unceasing passion
for opinions on foreign affairs. Politely oblivious of the fact
that fate had held me captive in mid-ocean for a week, sus-
tained upon an unrewarding diet of wireless scraps, they
seemed to ache like a thirsty land in summer for a downpour
of definite statements on several international questions of
the utmost delicacy. Why from me, I did not stop to ask.
Any taxpayer, it seems, is good enough to expound the
policy of his own Government—and, for the matter of that,
of any other—in the hearing of this eager public. But
cautious enquiry elicited the facts, at least, on which I was
desired to comment. Whilst I had hung like Mahomet's
coffin between two continents in mid-Atlantic, two states,
it seemed, had both done the identical thing. One in the
Old World and the other in the New had each been sending
armed protection for its threatened traders. The co-
incidence was odd. But there, as I learned the facts, it was.
For as the troop-ships drove eastward from Southampton
taking the Guards to Shanghai, the U.S. Marines were
trickling into Nicaragua. There was a strange resemblance
between their missions, between the sailing-orders of the
delight of London nursemaids and those legendary Marines,
upon whose gallant heads the United States have concen-
trated almost all their latent militarism.
But there was a difference between the cases. There was,
I learned from the mouths of my polite informants, a whole
world of difference. I had not noticed it. But they
seemed quite clear on the point. For it was this way. As
the British troopers slid down Southampton Water and nosed

